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W EE K IN F OCUS
Fill 'er up
A number of countries around the world are continuing to purchase crude amid sinking demand to fill strategic petroleum
reserves (SPRs) in order to capitalize on the current rout in prices. According to the IEA's April Oil Market Report, "[China,
India, South Korea, and the US] have either offered their strategic storage capacity to industry to temporarily park unwanted
barrels or are considering increasing their strategic stocks to take advantage of lower prices." Globally, the IEA expects about
200.0MM bbl of crude to be purchased to fill SPRs over the next three months. Rystad Energy Senior Oil Market Analyst
Paola Rodriguez-Masiu told Reuters, "The US currently has 78.5MM bbl of spare capacity left in its SPR. South Korea has
some 35.0MM bbl and Japan about 50.0MM bbl left, but this is including commercial storage. So, the 200.0MM bbl figure is
feasible, but it will imply that everyone fills tanks to the brim."
China's March crude imports were up 4.5% from March 2019 import levels to an average of 9.68MM b/d, with the country
continuing to build both strategic and commercial storage. Over 1Q 2020, the country imported an average of 10.20MM b/d,
up 5.0% from the same period in 2019, despite a massive lockdown to stem the spread of COVID-19 that obliterated demand,
further indicating a large share of Chinese crude imports in recent months were put into storage. The Managing Director of
India's SPR, H.P.S. Ahuja, said the country plans to completely fill its SPR, which can hold about 39.0MMbbl of oil across three
sites in southern India, by the middle of next month. The country will spend about $498.2MM to purchase a number of Aprilloading Middle Eastern crude cargoes destined for state refiners.
The US DOE said on April 14 that it is negotiating with nine energy companies to rent capacity to store about 23.0MM bbl of
domestically-produced oil in its SPR. The DOE said most of this oil would be placed into the SPR over May and June, with
companies allowed to maintain use of the storage capacity through next March. US Energy Secretary Dan Brouillette stated in
a press release, "Providing our storage for these US companies will help alleviate some of the stress on the American energy
industry and its incredible workforce." (Read related stories, "Contrarian to filling up SPR: Thailand to deplete inventory," on p. 11, and
"Crude versus LSFO contango: igniting competition for storage space," on p. 16.)
(April 11, 13, 14)

QUIC K G LANC E A T GL OBA L FUTUR ES AND SP OT DA TA
Global futures and spot market price movements
Benchmark futures prices, April 17a
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Spot product prices, April 17a
New York (US),
$/galb

% change from
prev. week

London (UK),
$/mt

% change from
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Singapore, $/bbl

Gasoline
0.62
↑5.15
197.00
↓0.51
20.40
c
Diesel
0.97
↓2.62
267.50
↓4.97
33.30c
Heating oil
0.94
↓2.43
255.50
↓3.95
N.A.
Jet fuel
0.71
↓3.22
209.00
↓2.11
25.14
Fuel oil
N.A.
N.A.
216.50d
↓4.63
235.24d
aPrices for Friday were used when available; otherwise, prices reported for the nearest days were used
bNew York Harbor market prices
cUltra-low-sulfur diesel
dVery-low-sulfur fuel oil, $/mt
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Timely study: Fluid

Catalytic Cracking (FCC) leading refining-in-transition

Global refiners are facing an array of short- and long-term challenges, spanning from low-sulfur motor and bunker fuel
requirements to stagnant demand growth due to the increasing penetration of electric vehicles and climate-change-driven
initiatives as well as a push for crude-to-chemicals that bypasses refining.
Proven refining workhorse
Over the years, the role of the FCCU has expanded from a gasoline machine to an olefins maker, a sulfur remover, a
residue upgrader, and a ULSD-feedstock contributor by maximizing LCO output. Furthermore, it is lending itself to two
additional roles—biofeeds user and refinery CO2 emissions reducer—to alleviate growing concerns over energy security
and global warming. Therefore, can FCC again step up to the challenges and perform "miracles" for refiners via evolution
in FCCU design and operation, innovations in hardware, control schemes, catalysts, maintenance strategies, etc. to meet
current or anticipated changes to the refining landscape?
Critical FCC technologies and strategies to meet changing times
The study, which is part of the just published 4Q 2019 issue of our quarterly newsletter entitled Worldwide Refinery Processing
Review, discusses how this refining workhorse takes the lead in tackling changes in market and environmental requirements
in coming decades. The study is divided into four sections.
•

•
•
•

Market and Technology Trends and Opportunities offers a strategic overview of the featured technologies.
Insights derived from market and technology directions and prospects are designed to stimulate thinking and to
spark ideas that will lead to higher refinery operational efficiency, new research work, and swift commercial
development.
State-of-the-Art Technology highlights the key features, advantages, and benefits of the latest FCC
technologies in process design, catalysts and chemicals, hardware, and computer controls and monitoring.
Plant Operations and Practices identifies valuable operating experiences and daily trouble-shooting
techniques.
Refining R&D Alert! tracks R&D intelligence and presents the competition's latest patent applications and
research work worldwide.

If you are interested in learning about the latest FCC-technology advances that lead the ever-transitioning refining
industry, then place an order today by visiting
https://www.hydrocarbonpublishing.com/index.php?topics=store&myqkey=productid&myqkeyid=B1008.
Best regards,
Hydrocarbon Publishing Company

TOP FIVE NEWS OF THE WEEK

US gasoline blending feedstocks sent
to Asia to unload excess volume.

than 12.1MM bbl as of April 15, with the latter figure
representing a 1.9MM-bbl year-on-year deficit.
Meanwhile, gasoline inventories in the US have surged
to the highest level in EIA data going back to 1990,
hitting 262.2MM bbl in the week ending April 10, and
plummeting demand in light of coronavirus-related
travel restrictions is largely to blame. According to the
US EIA, domestic gasoline sales have fallen to the
lowest levels in over 50 years. For the week ending
April 10, demand was at 5.081MM b/d, which was a
slight uptick compared to reported demand of
5.065MM b/d in the previous week. Nevertheless,
demand was 47.8% lower compared to the second
week of March (9.696MM b/d) and 46% lower
compared to consumption in the second week of April
2019 (9.420MM b/d). AAA spokesperson Jeanette
Casselano noted that pump prices are being driven
lower by gasoline and crude stockbuilds across all US
regions. Projections from Rystad Energy indicate a
total of 65.2MM bbl of gasoline will have been added
to US inventories over the three weeks ending on April
24—a 25% increase.
(April 14, 16, 17)

The development comes as gasoline demand continues
to plummet because of the coronavirus. As a result,
some refiners are reducing runs or taking secondary
units, chiefly RFCCUs, offline. Gasoline blending
feedstocks, such as low-sulfur vacuum gasoil
(LSVGO), have been sent from the US to Singapore
as the coronavirus is now spreading rapidly in the
former region.
In fact, front-month US RBOB's crack over Brent
crude averaged negative-$3.46/bbl in the first half of
April, compared to an average positive crack of
$4.44/bbl in March before it fell to a record low on
March 24 of minus-$7.45/bbl. The margin on 92octane gasoline over Dubai crude in Singapore has
fared no better, having reached a record low of
negative-$13.15/bbl on April 14 (in Reuters data going
back to Sept. 2008).
Meanwhile, sources report that traders have actively
been seeking vessels to send LVSGO eastward, but
freight rates for a 60K-mt long-range tanker from the
US Gulf Coast to Japan/South Korea rose 24.3% from
$37.50/mt on March 26 to $46.67/mt on April 13. A
fuel oil trader commented, "Some traders were able to
fix [LSVGO] to Asia a couple of weeks or so ago, but
at $50/mt freight, I'm not sure that can continue. The
US refiners are shutting down, but they could find a
way to store this product [there]." On the other hand,
even as traders send more LSVGO to the 0.5%-sulfur
marine fuel pool and the May arbitrage volume will be
smaller compared to April, stocks are still expected to
rise in Singapore. Currently, 10MM mt of low-sulfur
material is estimated to be in onshore and floating
storage in and near Singapore.

__________________
Five US states seek RFS waivers for
local refineries due to hardship.
The governors of Louisiana, Oklahoma, Texas,
Utah, and Wyoming penned
a letter to EPA Administrator Andrew Wheeler in
April seeking Renewable
Fuel Standard (RFS) waivers for refineries in their
states. In the letter, the governors cited the demand
destruction caused by shelter-in-place orders issued
across the country to stem the spread of the COVID19 pandemic. Reuters analyst John Kemp notes that
US petroleum consumption has fallen by around
33.3% over the last four weeks due to shelter-in-place
orders issued by states. In the week ending April 10,
data from the US EIA show the volume of petroleum
products supplied to the US market was 13.797MM
b/d, down from 21.456MM b/d in the week ending
March 13. Jet-fuel demand fell 73.3% over this fourweek period, gasoline demand dropped 47.6%, and
demand for heating oil and diesel (reported by the EIA
as "distillate fuel oil") is down 31.3%. Given this
demand decline, US refineries have lowered crude

Enterprise Singapore reported overall inventories of
fuel oil in onshore storage jumped by 1.5MM bbl in the
week to April 15, reaching a total of 24.5MM bbl, but
it was the first increase in four weeks. While the weekto-week figures may fluctuate, the 52-week rolling
average for fuel-oil stocks held at Singapore has been
steadily rising throughout the year-to-date, shifting
from nearly 21.1MM bbl in the week ending Jan. 1 to
over 21.9MM bbl in the week to April 15. The latest
figure represents an almost 3.4MM-bbl year-on-year
surplus. The 52-week rolling average for inventories of
light distillates (mostly comprised of gasoline and
gasoline blending components), however, has fallen
from almost 12.7MM bbl at the start of the year to less
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input by around 20.0% (3.155MM b/d) over the
period. For 2Q 2020, the EIA is forecasting liquid fuel
demand in the country will fall by 3.24MM b/d from
2Q 2019 levels to 17.07MM b/d, with gasoline
demand expected to fall to a level not seen since the
1960s. In fact, US gasoline demand hit 5.065MM b/d
in the week to April 3 before a slight recovery to
5.081MM b/d in the week to April 10. The last time
the EIA reported such a low level of gasoline demand
was March 1968.

Geoff Cooper, "So, if COVID-19 causes 2020 gasoline
and diesel demand to drop 15%, for example, the
renewable fuel blending requirement drops by the
exact same amount. In any event, the EPA has no
authority to grant relief when the RFS itself is not the
cause of the 'severe economic harm,' a fact that has
been reconfirmed by [the] EPA multiple times in the
past when it denied similar nonsensical waiver
requests. The governors themselves acknowledge the
problems facing refiners today are driven by COVID19 and cratering oil prices, not the RFS."

The governors letter read in part, "The current
[blending obligations] made assumptions regarding the
ability of the US refining sector to blend renewable
fuels that simply no longer obtain. As our country
comes to grips with this national emergency,
continuing to implement the current [mandate]
imposes an added obligation that would 'severely' harm
the sector, and consequently harm the economy of the
states and the nation." An EPA spokesperson said the
Agency was "reviewing the letter and watching the
situation closely."

Highlighting the impact dropping diesel and gasoline
demand are having on biofuels demand, the amount of
Renewable Identification Numbers (RINs) generated
last month fell from Feb. About 1.14B ethanol (D6)
RINs were generated in March, down from 1.16B in
Feb.
(April 15, 16)

__________________
Keystone XL in quagmire: excess
pipeline capacity, permit withdrawn.

American Fuel & Petrochemical Manufacturers
(AFPM) President and CEO Chet Thompson issued a
statement in support of the governors' request that
read, "Governors recognize the threat the RFS poses
to the health of America's refining sector and
momentum is building in the states to push back. [The]
AFPM is supportive of these governors' efforts to
stand up for the women and men in our industry who
are keeping America's refineries online. We urge
Administrator Wheeler to listen to them. Refineries are
critical national-security assets and cannot afford the
unachievable RFS on top of COVID-19. To grant
general waivers on account of severe economic
hardship, [the] EPA must review the condition of the
US refining sector, which is classed by the Department
of Homeland Security as a critical industry with
national security assets essential to the COVID-19
response. [The] EPA must then determine whether the
costs to comply with the 2020 RFS RVOs [renewable
volume obligations] would severely harm the
economies of states, regions, or the country in the
current environment."

Western Canadian producers that have grappled with pipeline takeaway capacity constraints in the past three
years now have sufficient pipeline capacity
to meet takeaway needs. At the moment, the crude oil
price rout, which caused WCS prices to dip below
$5/bbl, is forcing Canadian producers to reduce capital
spending for the year and to curtail production. At the
same time, new pipeline capacity set to be added to the
region will not only provide enough pipeline capacity
to meet current needs but may also provide an excess
of takeaway capacity, according to Energy Journalist
Housley Carr writing for US consultancy RBN
Energy.
Currently, Canadian midstream firm Enbridge's Line
3 Replacement, which will increase capacity from
390K b/d currently to 760K b/d for the pipeline from
Hardisty (Alberta, Canada) to Superior (Wisconsin,
US), had its environmental impact statement approved
by the Minnesota Public Utilities Commission
(MPUC) on Feb. 3. Last Dec., Enbridge completed the
Canadian portion of the project. On April 7, a top
executive announced that Enbridge plans to have the
final permits needed by June or July, including

Biofuels trade group the Renewable Fuels Association
(RFA) said the governors' request is not needed as
biofuel-blend mandates under the RFS are set as a
percentage of diesel and gasoline consumption,
meaning that the drop in diesel and gasoline demand
will also lower the amount of biofuels that need to be
blended under the RFS. According to RFA President
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authorization to begin construction from the MPUC.
Once authorized, the project will commence and could
take six to nine months to be completed.

Bright spot in Europe: demand for
heating oil helps fill the diesel gap.

The Trans Mountain Expansion (TMX) will increase
capacity for the Trans Mountain Pipeline, which runs
from Edmonton, AB, to Burnaby, British Columbia,
from 300K b/d currently to 800K b/d. Construction
began last Aug. on the first section, which is a 30-mile
segment west of Edmonton, and has continued into
March of this year. While the coronavirus outbreak has
stopped construction, work is expected to resume
within a few weeks. In March, the Supreme Court of
Canada declined to hear appeals from opponents of
the project. Pipeline operator Trans Mountain Corp.
believes the project will be finished by the end of 2022.

S&P Global Platts assessed ARA barge prices for 50ppm-sulfur gasoil (used as heating oil in some
countries) at a $2.50/mt (33¢/bbl) premium to 10ppm-sulfur diesel on April 16, which was the widest
spread since $3.00/mt (40¢/bbl) on June 26, 2013.
Many market participants believe that this
development is a result of significantly reduced travel
caused by the coronavirus outbreak. However, sources
in France, Germany, and Switzerland reported surges
in heating oil demand as many residents are now
forced to stay at home. While significant volumes of
ULSD were sent to the 50-ppm-sulfur gasoil pools in
Germany and Switzerland in March, as refineries begin
producing summer-spec diesel, the price inversion will
likely continue in the following weeks. A source in
France said demand for 0.1%-sulfur gasoil, which is
used as heating oil in that country) has been so strong
that ULSD is being blended into the heating-oil pool.

TC Energy, the owner of the Keystone XL project,
made an FID on the 1.21K-mile (1.94K-km), 830Kb/d pipeline on March 31. However, on April 15, a US
District Judge withdrew a 2017 water permit for the
$8B pipe that will run from Hardisty (AB, Canada) to
Steele City (Nebraska, US), arguing that the US Army
Corps of Engineers did not properly take into account
the impact of the expansion on endangered species.
The ruling will apply to construction activities that
traverse rivers and streams.

On the flipside, the continued lockdowns in the region
have led to ULSD storage tanks reaching capacity.
Additionally, ULSD demand usually more closely
correlates with Gross Domestic Product growth
compared to heating oil, so it is typical that ULSD
consumption will plummet in times of slower
industrial activity and tourism. (Read a related story,
"Falling European fuel demand keeps tankers full offshore," on
p. 9.)
(April 14, 15, 17)

Nevertheless, TC Energy remains committed to the
project. Company spokesperson Terry Cunha
announced the ruling would not impact current
construction activities near the US state of Montana.
Energy analysts believe that TC Energy wanted to
complete as much work as possible before US
President Donald Trump, who favors the project, will
face reelection in Nov.

__________________

Originally, TC Energy planned to build 11
construction camps for the project, but the camps will
now be under review amid the coronavirus pandemic.
Two camps in Montana and South Dakota could start
work as early as this month, according to court
documents.

Down under woes: Aussie jet-fuel
sales falling as NZ refinery may close.
In Feb., total jet fuel
sales in Australia were
measured at 147.5K b/d,
a 9.5% drop on the year
and a 12% drop compared to Jan. because of the coronavirus's impact on
the airline industry. Sales for international flights
leaving Australia fell by 12% compared Feb. 2019 and
by 17% compared to Jan. to 91.5K b/d during the
month, which was the lowest daily consumption level
during a month since 88.5K b/d in Nov. 2017.

As the industry hopes oil prices will rebound by next
year, oilsands and conventional oil production in
Western Canada may soon ramp up. However,
assuming that the three projects proceed according to
current schedules, Western Canada will add
approximately 1.8MM b/d in new takeaway capacity,
which may be more than the region actually needs.
(April 15)

__________________
April 20, 2020
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Domestic jet fuel sales fell by 3.4% on the month and
on the year to 56K b/d, which was the lowest monthly
volume since 55.9K b/d was consumed in June 2019.

is also evaluating the possibilities of (1) making certain
improvements to maintain the existing refinery
business, (2) altering the processing and distribution
agreements it has with the three wholesalers that
operate in the country, and (3) splitting the refining and
infrastructure assets.

Jet fuel imports were at 93.7K b/d in Feb., which was
the lowest level since 75K b/d was imported in June
2019. Feb. import volumes were also 22% lower on the
month but 10.9% higher on the year. The country's
four refineries produced 62K b/d of jet fuel during the
month, which was on par with 62.3K b/d produced in
Jan. but lower compared to 73K b/d produced during
Feb. 2019.

Refining NZ has also been approved by the New
Zealand government to join the New Zealand
Emissions Trading Scheme (NZETS) as an Emissions
Intensive Trade Exposed (EITE) business. Joining the
NZETS as an EITE business will allow Refining NZ
to receive an industrial allocation of carbon units after
the Negotiated Greenhouse Agreement expires at the
end of 2022. Under New Zealand's current Climate
Change Response (Emissions Trading Reform)
Amendment Bill, Refining NZ would receive an
industrial allocation of carbon units equating to 87%
of its 2006-2009 emissions data once it enters the
NZETS in 2023.
(April 13, 14, 15, 16)

Meanwhile, Caltex Australia's 109K-b/d Lytton
refinery in Queensland sold 105K b/d of various fuels
in March, 4.5% lower than the 110K b/d it sold in Feb.
On the other hand, the figure was higher compared to
sales of 96K b/d during March 2019. For 1Q, the
refinery sold 108.5K b/d of fuel, which is close to the
facility's nameplate capacity and 4.3% higher on the
year. However, Caltex Australia plans to move
maintenance at the plant forward to May from earlier
plans to begin in Aug., and it expects the work to take
longer due to precautions regarding COVID-19.

__________________

The jet-fuel market is also
suffering in nearby New
Zealand. In the week to
April 5, Z Energy, which
is
major
jet-fuel
wholesaler in country
along with BP and ExxonMobil, sold 15.1K bbl
(2.2K b/d) of jet fuel, which was a massive drop
compared to the 89.0K b/week (12.7K b/d) sold in
the four weeks to March 22, which was when New
Zealand implemented travel restrictions in response to
the coronavirus outbreak. This development comes as
the country has cut its flight capacity by 95% because
of the coronavirus.
The country's sole refiner, Refining NZ, said it is
currently engaged in a study that is evaluating the
possibility of converting the135K-b/d Marsden Point
complex from a refinery to an oil-products import
terminal as a result of the effects of the coronavirus.
Refining NZ Chairman Simon Allen said, "Refining
NZ has quickly responded to the current COVID-19
situation but is challenged by structural conditions
resulting in low refining margins globally and
oversupply in the Asia region." In addition to the
negative effects of COVID-19, Allen said Marsden
Point margins in recent years have also suffered due to
the new mega-refineries that were brought online in
China, India, Singapore, and South Korea. The study
April 20, 2020
© 2020 Hydrocarbon Publishing Co.
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Futures Markets
Crude futures fall again as demand destruction outpaces supply-cut plans.
(April 13, 14, 15, 16, 17)

Spot Products Markets
Spot gasoline prices rose in most US markets while middle distillates mostly fell.
(April 13, 14, 15, 16, 17)

Gasoline and naphtha's price slide slowing on European spot market.
(April 13, 14, 15, 16, 17)

Spot prices at Fujairah had another down week.
(April 15)

Naphtha and jet fuel eke out small price gains in the Asian spot market.
(April 13, 14, 15, 16, 17)

Crude & Products Inventories
US crude stocks see largest week-on-week build ever recorded.
(April 15)

Inventories of most products growing at the ARA hub.
(April 16)

Middle- and light-distillate inventories expand at Fujairah while heavies decline.
(April 15)

Product inventories surge in Singapore, show mixed results in Japan.
(April 15, 16)

April 20, 2020
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Retail Market, Fuel Trends, & Biofuels Blending
COVID-19 causes fuel consumption across the globe to plummet from 2019 levels.
(April 17)

Global jet fuel prices continue freefall with medium-term outlook appearing grim.
(April 14, 15)

IEA forecasts record drops in fuel consumption in 2020.
(April 15)

US retail gasoline prices hit $1/gal year-on-year discount.
(April 13, 17)

Coronavirus now afflicting US diesel demand.
(April 15)

US jet fuel consumption falls to record lows.
(April 15)

Petrobras Distribuidora reports recovery in fuel consumption.
(April 13)

Falling European fuel demand keeps tankers full offshore.
(April 15)

Lockdown drastically slashes Spanish transportation fuel demand.
(April 14, 15)

Kazakhstan's fuel demand nosedives.
(April 16)

Forecasts show Middle East's petroleum demand dropping on the year.
(April 13)

Kuwait reports widespread drops in fuel demand.
(April 16)

Idemitsu Kosan now predicting 20% drop in refined product demand in 2Q.
(April 17)

April 20, 2020
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India's products demand hit hard by extended lockdown.
(April 13, 14, 15, 17)

Stricter virus containment measures to cut further into Indonesia's fuel demand.
(April 12)

Marine Bunker Fuels Market
Some port states suspend bunker fuel inspections due to virus concerns.
(April 14)

OBS suspends bunker deliveries due to a lack of funds.
(April 16)

Crude Market and E&P Activities
OPEC+ finalizes "historic" deal.
(April 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17)

Market watchers' skepticism of sufficient volume cut in "historic" deal.
(April 12, 13, 14, 15)

"Historic" OPEC+ deal precedes "historic" demand decline.
(April 14, 15, 16)

International spot crude prices mostly continue to move lower.
(April 13, 14, 15, 16, 17)

US Gulf Coast cash crude prices mostly edge higher despite storage concerns.
(April 13, 14, 15, 16, 17)

US still threatening oil tariffs despite OPEC+ deal.
(April 15, 16)

XOM holds field trials for methane detection technologies.
(April 13)

April 20, 2020
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US GoM pipeline leak causes some production to be halted.
(April 14)

Alberta freezes oil and gas rights bids and purchases due to COVID-19.
(April 13)

Canada welcomes OPEC+ cuts despite not joining in.
(April 12)

US reviewing Chevron's Venezuela waiver again.
(April 15, 16)

Ecuadorian pipelines offline due to mudslides.
(April 13, 14, 15)

FOB-Europe crude prices fall further.
(April 13, 14, 15, 16, 17)

Shell pulls out of j.v. Arctic project with Gazprom.
(April 13)

Middle Eastern producers cut most heavy-crude OSP differentials for May.
(April 7, 13, 15, 17)

ADNOC further lowers May OSPs.
(April 13, 14, 15, 17)

Buyers wanted for Nigeria's light-sweet crudes.
(April 16)

Libyan output declining again.
(April 14)

China boosted March crude imports as refineries began post-virus ramp-ups.
(April 14, 17)

South Korea lowered crude imports last month due to COVID-19.
(April 14)

Contrarian to filling up SPR: Thailand to deplete inventory.
(April 11, 14)
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Shale Plays
Global production cut agreement unlikely to help US shale for time being.
(April 13)

May US shale output to fall as rig count continues to decline.
(April 13, 14, 16)

Texas considers pro-rationing amid price rout.
(April 13, 14)

Refining Margins Trends
Most US cracking margins regain previous week's losses.
(April 17)

US coking, cracking margins up in Feb. at the Gulf Coast, mixed in the Midcon.
(IEA/March 9/p 12)

European margins on Brent and Urals mostly resume modest growth.
(April 17)

Cracking margins at Singapore return to the black.
(April 17)

Refinery Shutdowns & Throughput Changes
IEA: global throughput to fall to lowest level in decade.
(April 15, 16)

Mercuria Energy sees large global throughput cuts and limited storage availability.
(April 8)

Refinery utilization mostly declined around the world in Jan.
(IEA/March 9/p 11)
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Global oil firms' efforts to fight COVID-19.
(April 12, 14, 16)

IIR sees offline US refining capacity starting to ease back.
(April 15)

US refiners decreased gross inputs by 1.103MM b/d in week to April 10.
(April 15)

Western Hemisphere refinery shutdowns and restarts.
The following table shows refinery and/or unit closures and restarts that were announced or updated between April
10 and April 17.
Refinery location/capacity

Details

Glitches, unplanned outages, and interruptions (in chronological order of initial event)
BP's Ferndale, WA, US/227K b/d

The company reported a waste-heat reboiler tube failed at the #1 calciner on the CDU on April 3.
Genscape reported the CDU's capacity is 234K b/d and that the CDU and the calciner were
registering decreased activity on April 9. It said the calciner had resumed normal activity levels on
April 17, but that activity at the CDU was still decreased due to falling demand.
ExxonMobil's Baton Rouge,
Abnormal venting began at a 115.5K-b/d FCCU on April 8 but unit heating remained at normal
LA, US/502.5K b/d*
operational levels. The abnormal venting ceased on April 10.
Shell Oil's Convent, LA, US/Unidentified sources said an H-Oil unit (heavy-oil hydrocracker) was taken down on April 11 due to a
211.27K b/d
malfunction, but it was restarted on April 13.
Delek Refining's Tyler, TX,
The company reported an electrical issue with an air blower resulted in emissions of excess opacity
US/75K b/d
from the No. 9 Boiler Stack for about 30 minutes on April 12.
ExxonMobil's Baytown, TX,
The company reported an emissions event that lasted 85 minutes resulted from a leak in tubing on a
US/560.5K b/d
hydrodesulfurization unit's feed-drum pilot-sensing line on April 14. The leak was isolated and the
impact on production was minimal.
PDVSA's El Palito, Venezuela/- Unidentified sources said on April 14 that a CDU was restarted at the refinery which, like most
146K b/d
Venezuelan oil facilities, has been struggling to achieve normal operations amid a lack of funding and
qualified staffing.
Planned shutdowns and maintenance (in chronological order of event) Note: *** marks future closures.
CVR Energy's Coffeyville, KS,
US/119K b/d*
BP-Husky Refining's Toledo,
OH, US/152K b/d

Four units that had been shut down as part of a multi-unit turnaround were restarted on April 14. A
60K-b/d CDU and a 21K-b/d VDU had been down since Feb. 24 while a 75K-b/d CDU and a 25K-b/d
VDU had been down since Feb. 25.
Unidentified sources said on April 9 that the facility, along with two other BP refineries, had reduced
runs by 15-20% because storage capacity is being stretched in light of coronavirus-related demand
destruction. Previous reports had indicated the cut was 10-15%.
A 45K-b/d hydrocracker was shut down on April 11.

Chevron's El Segundo, CA,
US/269K b/d*
Chevron's Pasadena, TX, US/- A 56K-b/d FCCU was shut down on April 12.
112.229K b/d*
BP's Whiting, IN, US/430K b/d Genscape reported activity was decreasing at a 102K-b/d coker early in the afternoon of April 13.
Later that evening, unidentified sources told Reuters that the coker and all other units at the refinery
were operating normally despite previous reports that the facility had reduced runs by 15-20%
because storage capacity is being stretched. Genscape reported the coker resumed normal
operational levels on the evening of April 14.
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Refinery location/capacity

Details

Husky Energy's Lima, OH,
US/177K b/d

Bloomberg reported on April 16 that the refinery was operating at 120K b/d due to falling demand. It
noted that operations would lose stability if runs were cut below 115K b/d. Genscape reported a 23Kb/d coker was shut down on April 14, but it was being restarted two days later.
Marathon Petroleum's
Beginning on April 27, the company plans to idle the refinery because of COVID-19's impact on
Martinez, CA, US/161K b/d
products consumption. ***
Consumers' Cooperative
The refinery's spring turnaround, which normally gets underway in April, was postponed until May 15
Refineries's Regina, SK,
due to the risk involved in bringing extra workers on-site for maintenance activities during the COVIDCanada/130K b/d
19 outbreak, but the company has now decided to further postpone most of the work until 2021. A
spokesperson did not offer a timeline for any work that may be undertaken this year, but the
company did confirm that it had successfully engaged its plan to reduce runs to 90K b/d amid
declining demand. ***
*The information in these entries was sourced solely from industry-monitoring firm Genscape.
(April 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17)

US refineries may be forced to shut down due to COVID-19's demand destruction.
(April 13, 14, 16, 17)

European refinery shutdowns and restarts.
The following table shows refinery and/or unit closures and restarts that were announced or updated between April
10 and April 17.
Refinery location/capacity

Details

Glitches, unplanned outages, and interruptions (in chronological order of initial event)
BP's Gelsenkirchen, North
Rhine-Westphalia, Germany/251.465K b/d*
Slavneft's
Yaroslavnefteorgsintez
(Yanos), Russia/290K b/d
Gazprom Neft's Moscow,
Russia/200K b/d

ISAB's Priolo, Sicily, Italy/370K b/d*

ExxonMobil's Port Jerome,
France/240K b/d*
Gunvor's Antwerp, Belgium/110K b/d*
Slavneft's Mozyr, Belarus/241K b/d

Activity was increasing on April 16 at a 70K-b/d CDU at the Scholven section of the refinery that had
been shut down on March 18. Also at the Scholven section, a 57.5K-b/d hydrocracker that had been
shut down on April 3 was operating at normal levels on April 16.
Data from the Energy Ministry indicated an 800-mt/d gas fractionation unit was shut down on March
21 for unplanned maintenance and is expected to be restarted on April 20.
Data from the Energy Ministry indicated two units were recently shut down for unplanned
maintenance. A 300-mt/d gas fractionation unit was shut down on March 24 and was restarted on
April 7. An 800-mt/d tertiary-amyl-methyl-ether-production unit was shut down on April 1 and is
expected to be restarted by April 30.
A 124K-b/d CDU, a 40.2K-b/d FCCU, and a 27K-b/d Gofiner (gasoil hydrotreater) were shut down on
April 9 at the northern section of the complex due to a power outage. Restart activities had begun on
April 10 for the CDU and FCCU, and all three units were fully restarted on April 11. Lukoil has been
ISAB's sole stakeholder since 2014.
Flaring was elevated on April 14 and a stack associated with an 83K-b/d CDU was shut down, but
the CDU's heating levels remained normal.
A 10K-b/d isomerization unit was shut down on April 15.
A fire on April 16 was promptly contained and was extinguished within an hour. One of the refinery's
two primary processing units was shut down, but is expected to be restarted within a few days.

Planned shutdowns and maintenance (in chronological order of event)
Bayernoil's Neustadt, Bavaria, Unit heating was increasing on April 13 at an 86K-b/d CDU and a 17K-b/d VDU that were shut down
Germany/92.667K b/d*
on March 2 as part of a refinery-wide turnaround. Increased stack activity was observed on April 16
at a 28K-b/d FCCU that had also been shut down on March 2. A hydrogen plant was shut down on
March 3, and it was restarted on April 11.
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Refinery location/capacity

Details

Slavneft's
Yaroslavnefteorgsintez
(Yanos), Russia/290K b/d
Eni's Milazzo, Sicily, Italy/240K b/d

Data from the Energy Ministry indicated operations of two 900-mt (~7K-b)/d catalytic reformers were
suspended on April 4 and on April 6; they are expected to resume operating around April 30. A 2.5Kmt (18.8K-b)/d diesel hydrotreater was mothballed on April 4, with restart expected on April 30.
Genscape reported three units were recently shut down: the 111K-b/d CDU known as Topper 4 on
April 14, a 12K-b/d catalytic reformer on April 15, and a 4.2K-b/d alkylation unit on April 16. The CDU
had also been offline from March 26 through April 6, and a 45K-b/d FCCU that was taken down on
April 7 was still inactive. An Eni spokesperson said on April 17 that the refinery was running at 60%
due to demand destruction.
*The information in these entries was sourced solely from industry-monitoring firm Genscape.
(April 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17)

Rosneft to be main crude supplier to Belarus.
(April 13)

NNPC plans to relinquish control of refineries.
(April 14)

Asian-Pacific refinery shutdowns and restarts.
A consensus of projections from Energy Aspects, Facts Global Energy, IHS Markit, JBC Energy, Rystad
Energy, and Wood Mackenzie indicates Asian refinery run cuts will peak at 2.0-4.0MM b/d in April while averaging
2.0-2.7MM b/d throughout 2Q. The following table shows refinery and/or unit closures and restarts that were
announced or updated between April 10 and April 17.
Refinery location/capacity

Details

Planned shutdowns and maintenance (in chronological order of event) Note: *** marks future planned maintenance.
Mangalore Refinery and
Petrochemicals's Mangalore,
India/300K b/d
BP's Kwinana, Australia/144.685K b/d
ExxonMobil's Altona,
Australia/86K b/d

Caltex Australia's Lytton,
Queensland, Australia/109K b/d
Viva Energy's Geelong,
Victoria, Australia/120K b/d

An earlier report indicated operations had been reduced by a third in late March, but an April-12
report stated production of transportation fuels was down by half and LPG output had been cut to
around 20-25%.
The Sydney Morning Herald reported on April 17 that the refinery's output was being adjusted in light
of declining demand and that the company plans to postpone a major maintenance upgrade that was
on the roster for next year.
Two Australian newspapers reported on April 17 that production volumes were being reduced at the
refinery. A company spokesperson stated, "We are actively managing an oversupply of product due
to a significant decrease in global demand, particularly jet fuel. Our team is working hard to ensure
the refinery continues to meet fuel supply needs and safely operates for as long as possible."
As previously reported, the company said a maintenance shutdown will begin in May and will last
longer than originally expected due to COVID-19. More recently, The Sydney Morning Herald
reported the company does not plan to reopen the refinery until margins improve. ***
Previously-announced plans for a two-month turnaround that was scheduled to commence late in
fiscal 3Q 2020 will be reviewed in light of the coronavirus outbreak. The company did not indicate
when it might announce a decision on whether or not to proceed with this $100MM maintenance
program. ***
(April 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17)

ZPC wins aviation fuel license.
(April 16)
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Refinery Expansion, Upgrades & Construction Activities
HollyFrontier's Wood Cross refinery undergoes upgrade.
(April 3)

Pointe Noire refinery delays upgrade.
(April 16)

Ghana plans to build new refineries.
(April 16)

SK Energy delays commercial production from VRDS.
(April 17)

Accidents, Safety & Environmental Violations
Fine issued over 2018 Saint John refinery explosion.
(April 15)

Pipeline, Terminal, & Storage Activities
Crude versus LSFO contango: igniting competition for storage space.
(April 13)

Fuel Imports & Exports
Proposal to privatize fuel imports in Venezuela.
(April 10)

Asian buyers import USGC coke, thanks to lower freight rates and strong demand.
(April 14)

Rare buy: JXTG takes South Korean gasoline.
(April 16)

PetroVietnam asks government to limit refined fuel imports.
(April 10, 14, 16)
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Light Olefins
US olefins market likely to see little impact from OPEC+ agreement in near term.
(April 13)

26% of Europe's ethylene production possibly impacted by throughput cuts.
(April 14)

Asian olefins prices may see boost from production cuts.
(April 13)

Chinese PP prices feel pressure from higher demand and government controls.
(April 15)

Chinese polymer inventories drop as country recovers from coronavirus.
(April 16)

BTX
Aromatics demand in US expected to remain poor.
(April 13)

Recovery in Asian aromatics prices to be led by China.
(April 13)

India ramps up PX exports as domestic demand fades due to containment.
(April 15)

Naphtha & LPG
Japan increases naphtha imports for PC production.
(April 14, 15)

India secures supply LPG for April and May.
(April 10)
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Other Petrochemical Business Activities & Trends
PC producers not overly excited about OPEC+ agreement.
(April 13)

Weak blending demand to weigh on methanol values in US.
(April 13)

TPC suspends MTBE volumes from Houston plant.
(April 16)

Saudi PC investment in China now "remains to be seen" amid virus impact.
(April 14)

India's extended lockdown also prolongs PC bearishness.
(April 14)
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Climate Change Legislation
Shell, Total continue to make pledges to lower GHG emissions.
(April 14, 15, 16)
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REFINER BUSINESS, STRATEGY & FINANCE

Valero tackles falling sales by cutting runs, idling alcohol plants, delaying projects.
(April 13, 14, 15, 17)

US Treasury extends protection for Citgo against takeover by bondholders.
(April 10)

PTT revises capex and reevaluates plans earlier than usual.
(April 11)
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HF alky unit revamp: Sinopec refinery brings Ionikylation unit online.
(April 15)

Topsoe to supply SNOX technology to Thai Oil.
(April 15)

Sasol introduces new line of paraffinic crude additives.
(April 16)
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Bioethanol, Biodiesel, & Drop-in Fuels
European RME values fall below RSO.
(April 15)

Spain released lower Feb. biofuel demand data, but expected to revise upward.
(April 15)

Alternative Energy & Fuels
EC evaluating measures to meet climate targets using hydrogen fuel.
(April 15)
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REFERENCE SOURCES AND ABBREVIATIONS

Sources

Most of the Digest's information is sourced from newswires (including but not limited to Bloomberg, Business Wire, Knight Ridder,
OPECNA, PR News Wire, Thomson Reuters, and UPI) or various web sites (including but not limited to the EIA, and OPEC). All source
dates refer to newswires or information gathered from the Internet unless they are accompanied by one of the following abbreviations.
HP ....................... Hydrocarbon Processing
C&EN .................Chemical & Engineering News
IEA ..................... Int'l Energy Agency's Oil Market Report
CB ........................ICIS Chemical Business
OGJ .................... Oil & Gas Journal
CE ........................Chemical Engineering
OGJF .................. Oil & Gas Journal Financial
CW .......................Chemical Week
PTQ .................... Petroleum Technology Quarterly
FT.........................Financial Times
WSJ ..................... Wall Street Journal
HE .......................Hydrocarbon Engineering

Abbreviations

1Q, 2Q, 3Q, 4Q .... (the) first, second, third, and fourth quarters,
respectively
AAA ........................ American Automobile Association (US)
ANS ......................... Alaskan North Slope crude
API .......................... American Petroleum Institute (US)
ARA ......................... Antwerp, Rotterdam, Amsterdam
ASTM ...................... American Society for Testing & Materials
b or bbl ................... barrel(s)
B ............................... billion
boe ........................... barrel(s) of oil equivalent
CARB ...................... California Air Resources Board
CBOB...................... conventional gasoline before oxygenate blending
CCR ......................... continuous catalytic reformer
CDU ........................ crude distillation unit
cf .............................. cubic foot, cubic feet
CFR ......................... cost and freight
CIF ........................... cost, insurance, and freight
CNG ........................ compressed natural gas
cst ............................. centistoke
d................................ day
DME ....................... Dubai Mercantile Exchange
DOE........................ Department of Energy
EIA............................. US Energy Information Administration
EPA ......................... US Environmental Protection Agency
EPC(M) ................... engineering, procurement, and construction
(management)
EU............................ European Union
EV ............................ electric vehicle
FCV ......................... fuel-cell vehicle
FD ............................ free delivered
FEED...................... front-end engineering design
FID .......................... final investment decision
FOB ......................... free on board
g ................................ gram(s)
gal ............................. gallon(s)
GHG ....................... greenhouse gas(es)
GoM ........................ Gulf of Mexico
GTL ......................... gas to liquid(s)
h................................ hour
H1 or H2 ................ first or second half of the year or the month
HDS......................... hydrodesulfurization (unit)
HSFO ...................... high-sulfur fuel oil (>1% sulfur)
ICE .......................... Intercontinental Exchange (UK)
IEA .......................... International Energy Agency (Paris-based)
IMO ......................... International Maritime Organization
IPO .......................... initial public offering
ISO .......................... International Organization for Standardization
j.v. ............................. joint venture

L................................ liter(s)
LNG ........................ liquefied natural gas
LPG ......................... liquefied petroleum gas
LSFO ....................... low-sulfur fuel oil (>0.5-1.0% sulfur)
K ............................... thousand
kL ............................. kiloliter(s)
km or km2 ............... kilometer(s) or square kilometer(s)
lb ............................... pound(s)
m, m2, or m3 ........... meter(s), square meter(s), or cubic meter(s)
MDO ....................... marine diesel oil
METI ....................... Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry (Japan)
MGO ....................... marine gasoil
MM .......................... million
MoU ......................... memorandum of understanding
mpg .......................... miles per gallon
mt ............................. metric ton(s)
MW .......................... megawatt
N.A. ......................... not applicable or not available
NG ........................... natural gas
NGL ........................ natural gas liquid
NWE ....................... Northwest Europe
NYMEX ................. New York Mercantile Exchange (US)
OECD ..................... Organization for Economic Cooperation &
Development
OPEC ...................... Organization of the Petroleum Exporting
Countries
PC ............................. petrochemical(s)
PM ............................ particulate matter
PDH ........................ propane dehydrogenation
RBOB ...................... RFG before oxygenate blending
RDS.......................... resid desulfurization unit
(R)FCC(U) .............. (resid) fluid catalytic cracker/ing (unit)
RFG ......................... reformulated gasoline
RVP.......................... Reid vapor pressure
TDP ......................... toluene disproportionation
ULSD ...................... ultra-low-sulfur diesel (≤10 ppm sulfur)
ULSFO .................... ultra-low-sulfur fuel oil (≤0.1% sulfur)
VGO ........................ vacuum gas oil
VLCC ...................... very large crude carrier
VLSFO .................... very-low-sulfur fuel oil (0.5% sulfur)
WCS ......................... Western Canadian Select
WTI.......................... West Texas Intermediate
¢ ................................ US cent(s)
€ ................................ EU euro(s)
£................................ UK pound(s)
$ ................................ US dollar(s)
¥ ............................... Japanese yen

Please note:
Gasoil (one word) refers to heating oil used in Europe. Gas oil (two words) refers to vacuum gas oil (VGO) feedstock.

